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Let [A1 , ..., Am] be a set of m matrices of size n_n over the field F such
that Ai # SL(n, F) for 1im and such that Ai&Aj # SL(n, F) for
1i< jm. The largest integer m for which such a set exists is called the
Parsons number for n and F, denoted m(n, F). We will call such a set of
m(n, F) matrices a Parsons set: such a set arises in a combinatorial setting
(see [Z]). Parsons asserted (see [Z]) that m(n, Fq)qn if Fq is the Galois
field of order q. Here we will consider the case n=2. Our result is the
following.
Theorem. Let F be any field. Let p be the characteristic of F ( possibly
zero). Then 2m(2, F)5. Moreover, m(2, F)=5 if and only if p=5 and F
contains a primitive cube root of unity. If p=3 then 3m(2, F)4, and
m(2, F)=4 if and only if F contains a square root of &1. Finally if
p{2, 3 and F contains a square root of &3, then m(2, F)=4 or m(2, F)=3
according as F does or does not contain a square root of 33.
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We begin by observing that that m(2, F)2 for every field F. For
example we may take
A1=\10
0
1+ and A2=\
1
&1
1
0+ .
We remark without proof that m(2, F)=2 if and only &3x2&8 is not a
square in F for all x # F. For example, m(2, R)=2.
For our upper bounds we begin by observing that [A&11 A1=I2 ,
A&11 A2 , ..., A
&1
1 Am] is also a Parsons set and thus we may assume that
A1=I2 . In [Z], Zaks pointed out that det(A)=det(A&I2)=1 if and only
if trace(A)=1. Hence we know trace(Ai)=1 for all i2. Thus for i2 the
eigenvalues of Ai , ! and ! , are the roots of x2&x+1. We will repeatedly
use the two facts !! =1 and !+! =1. Let F be the field F(!). Since the
discriminant of x2&x+1 is &3, we see that F =F if and only &3 is a
square in F. Now there exists P # GL(2, F ) such that PA2P&1 is in Jordan
normal form, i.e., is of the form
\!$
0
! +
with $ either 0 or 1 and with $=0 if the eigenvalues ! and ! are different.
Since [PI2P&1=I2 , PA2P&1, PA3P&1, ..., PAmP&1] is again a Parsons
set, (as noted in [Z]) we may suppose, working in F , that A2 is in Jordan
normal form. Note that m(F, n)m(F , n).
If !=! then 1=!+! =2! (thus p{2) and hence !=12. Then
0=(12)2&(12)+1=34. Hence !=! if and only if p=3. Therefore we
may write
A2=\!$
0
! +
where $=0 if p{3, and $ # [0, 1] if p=3. Let us also write
Ai=\aici
bi
1&ai+
for i3.
Suppose bi=0 for some i3. Then [ai , 1&ai]=[!, ! ]. Since
rank(Ai&A2)=2, we must have ai=! . Then 1=det(Ai&A2)=
&(!&! )2=3. Hence if bi=0 for some i3 then p=2.
Assume there exists an i3 for which bi{0 (this will always be the case
for p{2). Then det(Ai)=1 implies ci=(&a2i +ai&1)bi . We solve
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det(Ai&A2)=1 for ai . When p{3, $=0 and ai=(!&1)(2!&1) and thus
ci=&2(3bi) for i3. If on the other hand p=3 then !=! =2 and we
find $=1 and bi=1.
Now suppose p{2, 3. Then ai=(!&1)(2!&1), bi{0 and ci=
&2(3bi) whenever i3. Hence Ai is determined by bi for all i3.
From 1=det(Ai&Aj) for 3i< j, we find that f (bi , bj)=0 where
f ( y, y)=x2&72 xy+y2. Since g(x) :=f (x, b3)=x2&72b3x+b23 has b4
as a root and the discriminant of g is (&72)2&4=334, we find that
b4 # F if and only if 33 is a square in F . In particular, if p{2, 3 and if 33
is not a square in F then m(2, F )3. In fact, in these cases we have equality
since the set
{\10 01+ , \!0 0! + , \
!&1
2!&1
&2
3
1
!
2!&1+=
is a Parsons set.
Now from 1=det(Ai&A3) we find that bi is a root of the quadratic g(x)
for i4 and thus m3+2=5. Suppose now that m=5. Since b4 and b5
are the roots of g(x), we have b4b5=b23 and b4+b5=7b3 2. Similarly
b3 b5=b24 and thus b5=b
2
3b4=b
2
4 b3 . Therefore, b
3
3=b
3
4=b
3
5 and thus
b4=|b3 and b5=|2b3 where | is a primitive cube root of unity. Also
7b3 2=b4+b5=(|+|2) b3=b3 and thus 7=2 and p=5. We note that if
p=5 then m(2, F)4 as the following set shows:
{\10
0
1+ , \
1
&1
1
0+ , \
0
2
2
1+ , \
3
&1
2
3+= .
Therefore, if m(2, F)=5 then p=5 and F contains a primitive cube root of
unity. Conversely, if p=5 and if F contains |, a primitive cube root of
unity then taking b3=1, b4=|, and b5=|2 we get a Parsons set containing
5 matrices
Now we examine the two remaining case, namely p=2 and p=3.
Let p=2. If bi{0 for some i3 then as above we find ci=&2(3bi)=0.
Accordingly, bi ci=0 for all i3. From this we find that
{\10
0
1+ , \
!
0
0
! + , \
!
1
0
!+ , \
!
0
1
!+=
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is a Parsons set in F if p=2 as is easily checked. It is also easy to check
that the set of 3 matrices
{\10
0
1+ , \
1
1
1
0+ , \
0
1
1
1+=
is a Parsons set in Z2Z.
Let p=3 then we have seen that bi=1 and thus
Ai=\ ai&a2i +ai&1
1
1&ai+
for i3. Then 1=det(Ai&Aj)=&(ai&aj)2 for 3i< j. Thus if p=3 and
m(2, F)4 then F contains a square root of &1. Also m(2, F)4 since
otherwise a4&a3 , a5&a3 and a5&a4 would form a set of 3 distinct square
roots of &1. Finally
{\10
0
1+ , \
2
1
0
2+ , \
2
0
1
2+=
is a Parsons set in Z3Z.
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